
 

Football University Announces Partnership with Prep RedZone Next

FBU Enhancing Media Coverage For 2021 FBU National Championship Tournament 

 

NAPLES, FL – Football University and Prep Redzone Next announced a partnership today to 
provide extensive media coverage of the 2021 FBU National Championship. The new partnership 
will continue to increase the visibility for the 4000+ student-athletes scheduled to participate in 
this year’s tournament.  
 
“We’re excited to partner with Prep Redzone Next for the 2021 FBU National Championship 
Tournament, said Football University Managing Partner Steve Quinn. Prep Redzone Next will not 
only provide great coverage of the tournament itself, but they’ll continue to elevate the amount 
of exposure for the student-athletes participating at all levels. We’re looking forward to working 
with their team in covering all facets of this tournament nationwide – Local Tryouts, Regional 
Round Games, FBUNC Draw Show and Championship Week.” 
 
Prep Redzone Next will be working with Football University in deploying their team of scouts 
nationwide to cover tryouts in local markets, capturing interviews with team members & players, 
providing recaps surrounding key events and more. Additionally, National Scouting Director of 
Prep Redzone Next, Al “Pops” Popadines, will be involved as an analyst for the FBU National 
Championship Draw Show and Championship Games during Championship Week in Naples, FL.  
 

“Couldn’t be more excited to be back involved with Football University, said Prep Redzone Next 
National Scouting Director, Alan Popadines. If you’re looking to cover the best middle-school 
student-athletes in the country, then there’s only one place to look – the Football University 
National Championship. We’re looking forward to getting our team out there and helping increase 
the visibility for the talented student-athletes playing in this tournament.”  
 
The Football University National Championship celebrates and promotes youth football by uniting 
all-star student-athletes of all backgrounds from across the United States in a true, one-of-a-kind 
national tournament. The only national football tournament of its kind, the annual FBU National 
Championship crowns a national champion from brackets at 10U, 6th, 7th & 8th Grade.  
 
Prep Redzone Next is an extension of Prep Network, which provides extensive coverage of youth 
sports nationwide to help players become prospects. Prep Redzone Next specifically covers 
middle school football and is focused on finding tomorrow’s talent today. To learn more about 
Prep Redzone Next visit: https://www.prepredzone.com/next/ 


